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PRESS RELEASE               For release on February 10, 2014 
 

 
‘THE GIRL KING’ GOES INTO PRODUCTION  

 
THE GIRL KING, the story of Queen Kristina of Sweden, starts principal photography 
on February 11. The film is directed by Finnish filmmaker Mika Kaurismäki and 
boasts an international cast including Malin Buska (Sweden) in the title role as well 
as Sarah Gadon (Canada), Michael Nyqvist (Sweden), Hippolyte Girardot (France) 
and Martina Gedeck (Germany), who are joined by Canadian actors Lucas Bryant 
and François Arnaud. (See full cast list below) 
 
Principal Photography takes place in Turku in west Finland with additional locations in Sweden and Germany. 
THE GIRL KING is an international co-production between Finland (Marianna Films), Canada (Triptych Media 
and Galafilm), Germany (Starhaus Filmproduktion) and Sweden (Anagram). International sales are handled 
by The Yellow Affair. 
 
Based on the life of one of the most iconic queens in history, THE GIRL KING is an original screenplay written 
by award-winning screenwriter and playwright Michel Marc Bouchard (Tom à La Ferme / Tom At The 
Farm, Lilies) with the English language version by Linda Gaboriau. He also created the successful stage play 
inspired by Kristina, Christine, la reine garçon, which premiered in 2012.  
 
THE GIRL KING is the story of an enigmatic young woman in conflict – torn between reason and passion; 
between her female body and being raised as a prince; between the ancient and modern worlds and 
between the brilliance of her educated mind and the terror of the emotions she cannot understand. 

 
Directed by Mika Kaurismäki (Road North, Mama Africa), the 
film's international cast includes Malin Buska (Easy Money, Happy 
End) in the title role, Sarah Gadon (Belle, Enemy) as Ebba Sparre, 
Michael Nyqvist (Mission: Impossible-Ghost Protocol, The Girl 
With the Dragon Tattoo) as Axel Oxenstierna, Lucas Bryant 
(Haven, The Vow) as Johan Oxenstierna, Laura Birn (Purge, 
Inner Trial) as Erika Erksein, Hippolyte Girardot (The Conquest, 
Lady Chatterley's Lover) as ambassador Hector Pierre Chanut, 
Peter Lohmeyer (Tom Sawyer, Soul Kitchen) as the Bishop of 
Stockholm, François Arnaud (Copperhead,The Borgias) as Karl 
Gustav, Patrick Bauchau (Secretary, Panic Room) as René 
Descartes and Martina Gedeck (Night Train to Lisbon,The Nun) in 
the role of Kristina's mother, Queen Maria Eleonora. 
 
Canadian talent includes screenwriter Michel Marc Bouchard 
who shares a 2014 Canadian Screen Award nomination with Xavier 
Dolan for Best Adapted Screenplay for Tom a la ferme, which has 
earned a total of 8 nominations, including Best Film. Actors include 
Sarah Gadon, nominated for a Best Supporting Actress Canadian 
Screen Award in Denis Villeneuve's Enemy, which received a total 
of 10 nominations, including Best Motion Picture; François 
Arnaud, nominated for Best Performance by an Actor in a 
Continuing Leading Dramatic Role for The Borgias, which was 
honoured with 7 CSA nominations, including Best International 
Drama; and Lucas Bryant who stars in the popular TV series 
Haven.  Director of photography is Guy Dufaux (Barney's Version, 
Les invasions barbares).  
 
 

 
Photo credit:  Anette Varjonen 

http://bit.ly/1d70LPw - high resolution colour 

http://bit.ly/M0dYiH - high resolution b & w 
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On the subject of the upcoming production, director Mika Kaurismäki says: 
 
"THE GIRL KING is not intended as a traditional epic costume film but as an intense, actor-centered, 
psychological drama about one of the most interesting and mysterious personalities of all time, the 17th 
century Swedish Queen Kristina. She was a revolutionary free thinker, a connoisseur of art and science, a 
precursor of the feminist movement, a strong and visionary politician, a new European. But at the same time 
she was a confused, restless, eccentric and isolated young woman. Through this unique personality we want 
to portray a modern human being - to break into the labyrinth of a human mind - as that is exactly where 
Queen Kristina found herself - in a labyrinth of political plotting and critical personal decisions." 
 
Upon her ascent to the Swedish throne at the age of 6, after the death of her father, Kristina is thrust into a 
labyrinth of power and tradition where a court of austere, Lutheran men view her as a "hot and dry" woman 
who refuses to marry and produce an heir to fulfill her destiny. In a country forged through war, Kristina 
wants peace and an end to the Thirty Year War between Catholics and Protestants as well as education for 
all her subjects. She finds sanctuary and discovers love with her lady-in-waiting, the beautiful and elegant 
Ebba Sparre. Her Chancellor Axel Oxenstierna worries as he expects her to uphold tradition and carry on the 
family bloodline. Axel is also wary of the Catholic presence at the royal court, led by the French Ambassador, 
Hector Pierre Chanut, who has his own agenda and appeals to Kristina's curious mind by introducing her to 
his friend, philosopher René Descartes. They soon realize that Ebba is the key to controlling the Queen, but 
underestimate Kristina's brilliant mind and her desire to be free. 
 
THE GIRL KING is a Finland-Canada Treaty Co-Production with Germany and Sweden and is produced under 
the European Convention on Cinematographic Co-Production. 
 
Production Companies 
Marianna Films OY, Finland 
Triptych Media Inc. and Galafim Inc., Canada 
Starhaus Filmproduktion, Germany 
Anagram, Sweden 
 
in Co-Production with 
BR/ARTE 
 
Produced with the financial participation of 
Finnish Film Foundation 
Eurimages 
Telefilm Canada 
Nordisk Film & TV Fund 
West Finland Film Commission 
Swedish Film Institute 
SODEC - Société de développement des entreprises culturelles – Québec 
FilmFernsehFonds Bayern 
OMDC - Ontario Media Development Corporation 
The Harold Greenberg Fund 
SVT 
YLE 
 
World Sales 
The Yellow Affair 
 
Distribution 
Equinoxe Films, Canada 
SF Svensk Filmindustri, Nordic Territories 
NFP marketing + distribution, Germany 
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